EASE Vehicle Inspection Software
EASE collected information from numerous vehicle inspection paper forms and developed a web based Vehicle
Inspection Software solution that provides a faster and more efficient method to perform vehicle inspections.
Designed for use by professional repair shops, car dealers and specialty shops, our software is an easy and cost
effective way to computerize your vehicle inspection process and to make it more productive because you will not be
wasting time re-entering the same information. It also helps to eliminate paperwork - since all of your inspection reports
are saved online, there will be no more stacks of inspection forms to file.
Performing accurate inspections every time provides you with the
opportunity to up-sell service on anything that is wrong with the vehicle.
Declined work can be tracked and dedicated marketing material can be
sent to customers to bring them back into the service department,
increasing future work and profits. The Certified Pre-Owned Vehicle
Inspection Report can be use for pre-owned vehicle sales, whether at a
new car dealership or an independent used car sales lot. A "Certified"
inspection report on a vehicle shows the customer that the vehicle has been
thoroughly checked diagnostically and mechanically.

To perform a vehicle inspection, simply select the
inspection type and complete the on-line form which
includes simple to use checklists, a separate place to enter
notes for in house and customer use and comments to
guide you on what should be inspected for each item.
Current Inspection Report Types include: 32-Point
Inspection, 45-Point Inspection, Certified Pre-Owned
Vehicle Inspection Checklist, Express Lane, Express Lane
Plus and Safety Inspection.
Reports can be printed or saved for later retrieval. Printed
reports are clear, organized, easily understandable,
professional and designed for technicians to show to
customers or to keep for internal productivity tracking.
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